
 
Injustice Study Guide 

 
Directions: While reading Tom Taylor’s run on Injustice: Gods Among Us, answer the following questions. 
You do NOT have to write your responses in complete sentences, but make sure that your answers are 
thorough and analytical, which means that you will need to write your answers on a separate sheet of 
paper. Then, for each part – divided by page numbers below - pick a panel or page for discussion. Write 
brief, bullet-pointed analysis or an analytical question. 
 
Keep up with the study guide questions, because 1) they will function as your reading check, in 
place of reading quizzes and 2) they will help aid you in class discussion. 
 
Part 1 

1. How does Batman feel about the current Gotham City? 
2. How do the first few scenes of Batman alone and Superman alone differ? Think about what is 

being shown and how the panels are colored.  
3. Who does Superman fight? 

 
Part 2 

4. What three things did Joker take from Superman? 
5. What does Superman do to the Joker? 
6. Why does Green Arrow save Harley Quinn? 

 
Part 3 

7. What was the government’s plan for controlling Superman’s actions? 
8. Why do the heroes agree to help Superman?  
9. Who calls the president’s plan “incredibly stupid”?  

 
Part 4 

10. What is Superman’s justification for killing the Joker? 
11.  What does Aquaman call Diana and Superman’s crusade? 
12. Aquaman shows his strength by attacking every major city – what does Superman do in response? 

 
Part 5  

13. Why does the Flash not want to think? 
14. Where does Superman go? 
15. What group of people is Superman targeting? 

 
Part 6 

16. What ends the fight between Robin and Nightwing? 
17. Who does Catwoman think is evil? 
18. What are the social problems that Catwoman lists when talking to the president? 

 


